Distributed and Outsourced Software Engineering
(DOSE 2014)

Assignment 1: Setup

(Mandatory)

Deadline: Friday, October 10th 5pm (CET)

Communication Rules

There are several universities involved in this project. Good communication is important. Please, when you send any e-mail to the assistants or your colleagues start the subject with: [dose2014]. Furthermore, when you sign the e-mail, always add your group number (you will get a group number soon), and the name of the university you are from.

Watch the introductory lecture held at ETH (recorded during DOSE 2012): http://youtu.be/nhsLehOzYIU

Codeboard

Codeboard, a tool implemented by Christian Estler and Martin Nordio (ETH Zurich), will be used for simple programming homeworks. After all the groups are created, you will receive a few homeworks during the project, and all students will have to finish them in one week. These homeworks are short and simple (it will take only 15-30 minutes to solve them) and they are mandatory.

Task: create a Codeboard account at:

https://codeboard.io/signup

Repository and Teams

Google Code will be used as our software development and collaboration platform. Every team member should have a Google account and a Codeboard account and one team member must fill in the following form:

http://tinyurl.com/dose2004-reg
This form requires the following information:

- University:
- Team member 1:
  - Name:
  - E-mail:
  - Goggle Account (if different from e-mail)
  - Codeboard user name:
  - Skype id (at least one member of the team should have an skype id):
- Team member 2:
  - “”
  
  …

- Team member X:
  - “”